


Travelers rely on transit hubs to provide them with 
accurate information to assist them while traveling  
and count on being safe while there. Valcom  
understands that an adequate communication 
system is vital to informing and communicating 
audible alerts such as gate changes, passenger 
pages, and instruction in emergency situations. 

Find out how Valcom’s solutions enable you 
to keep individuals in the know and protected 
while within your walls.
 
Visit www.valcom.com for more information.

People are on the move.  
Valcom Public  

Address/Voice Alarm  
(PAVA) systems  

keep them safe and informed.



Messages to reunite people with lost items and  
separated traveling companions, common in a  
sea of passengers, relieve stressful situations.

With Valcom PAVA systems, locating staff or  
passengers is as easy as picking up a telephone.



Pre-recorded  
announcements  
in multiple languages  
ensure that all  
nationalities of  
passengers receive  
the information  
they need.
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Novice or experienced travelers  
alike may panic in busy, unfamiliar  
transportation hubs.
 
Highly visible Valcom HelpPoints™  
to summon emergency personnel  
can save lives or may be used  
for weary travelers to get the  
answers they seek.



Information about food and 
other retail services helps  
to ease travelers’ journeys.
 
Perfectly timed, automated 
messages help new arrivals to 
rapidly locate what they need 
during quick connections.



In unforeseen crisis situations, a fully deployed PAVA system, 
reinforced with LED signs and attention-grabbing flashers, is 
critical to direct those in harm’s way. . . to safety.
Nothing is more important than people’s lives. Having the right 
PAVA system in place is a critical part of keeping people safe.



Pre-arranged response to potential crises 
with user friendly, yet secure, triggers  
can eliminate confusing mixed messages. 

Dialing a code on a phone or turning a 
switch to launch a pre-arranged audible/
visual “evacuation” or “take shelter” plan 
may mean the difference between order 
and chaos, or worse.

Crisis situations make it difficult  
to make the right decisions.

EVACUATE



It’s easy to  
miss important  

announcements  
in fast-moving,  

noisy environments. 

Targeted message delivery  
can minimize noise pollution –  

areas only receive relevant  
content, not every message. 

People tend to pay attention  
when every message is relevant.

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

BAGGAGE AREA

BOARDING CALL



Sometimes our  
facility is very noisy, and  

sometimes it is very quiet...  
how can Valcom help?    

Automatic volume controls 
effortlessly adjust speaker  

volumes as necessary. 

Prerecorded/scheduled  
message volumes can change 

based upon time and day. 



Moving between time  
zones can be confusing. 
People need to know the  
current local time to ensure  
seamless travel transitions. 

Valcom’s expertise in providing  
coordinated time serves millions  
of people every day! 

Hourly automated time announcements, 
time displayed on LED signs and  
synchronized clocks throughout a  
facility keep everyone in synch and  
everything on schedule.



Clear communication is a key measure of a traveler’s 
experience. Valcom can elevate that experience.

Valcom has over 45 years of experience exceeding the 
requirements and expectations of transportation hubs, 
hospitals, schools, and a multitude of other facilities.



Valcom’s suite of Software Solutions 
simplifies your enterprise operations 

from day-to-day communications,  
maintenance management and  

emergency situations. 

 
Our software solutions allow  

you to have control over  
your notification platform,  

keeping people safe,  
informed and on schedule. 

Software Solutions



V-Alert® Mobile App
V-Alert Mobile is a reliable safety tool easily 
accessed via your mobile device. It enables 
you to communicate with individuals out of 
the range of traditional notification methods 
such as speakers, horns, call boxes and  
LED signs. 

With V-Alert Mobile, you can reach  
people whether they are indoors,  
outdoors, or on the go.  

By setting virtual perimeters,  
you can alert people within  
a specific area regarding any  
possible danger or crucial  
information they need.






